
Creating Compound Paths and also how to use Clip 
Masking 
 
Hello Class- This video is very informative on how to create compound paths. A cool technique that will 
allow you to create dynamic text and vector designs. We have already talked about creating clip masking, 
but it's never bad to go over it again. 
 
Remember to select both objects (the image and the text/vector) by holding the Shift button and then 
Right-Click (after letting go of Shift) and select Make Clipping Mask. It's simple and effective. Watch the 
video and we will go over the directions in class. 
 
 
 
 
Compound Paths 
 

 

1. 1. OPTION 1- Open a new file in Illustrator 
1. a. Remember to create it with 300 dpi (Dots Per Inch) 
2. b. For this particular project you will need to create 2 artboards. Select 2 under the Number of 

Artboards selection. 
3. 2. Go to view and select show rulers 
4. 3. For this next step you will need to open a Vector (a black filled vector) that you have previously 

created, or create a new vector shape for the project. 
1. a. Select the vector and the cut and paste vector into your new artboard. 
2. 4. Once the vector is on one of the left artboard you can scale it to fit the project. 
3. 5. Select they Type (T) Tool and create a bounding boxthat is large enough to expand your text in the 

right artbox. 
1. a. In the demonstration the designer chooses a Myriad Pro Typeface 
2. b. Because the type needs to be the main design for the Mask you will need to move the letters closer 

together. 

i. To do this hold the ALT button while pushing the arrow keys (move them in any direction to see the 
font change). This is changing the kerning, ALT+Arrow Keys 

 

1. 6. Change the Editable type (image object) into a Vector Image 
1. a. Select your type then go up to Type in the menu bar and Select create outlines. 
1. It is now a vector image and can’t be edited using the Type(T) option. 
2. 7. Select your vector in the left artboard and move it over into the right artboard 
1. a. Hold Shift to change the size of the vector, so it doesn’t warp your image. 
2. b. Make sure the vector is still in front by going to Object-> Arrange-> Bring to Front 
3. 8. Make a Compound Path 
1. a. Select both the Text and the Vector 
2. b. Select Object-> Compound Path-> Make 

Now both are fused together 

 

1. 9. Bring in an image 
1. a. It can be an image that matches your logo or words 
2. b. Place it in the center of the left artbox 



2. 10. Bring the Vector in the right artbox and move it to the left artbox 
1. a. Then bring the Vector to the front by selecting Object-> Arrange-> Bring to Front 
3. 11. Play with Blending Modes 
1. a. Select the Vector/Type, be sure that you have the Transparency box open Window-> Transparency 
2. b. Go to the Layers box and then choose Overlayfrom one of the Blending Modes 
3. c. OPTION 1 is done 

 
OPTION 2- Clip Masking! 

 

1. 12. Now we will Mask it 
1. a. Click and drag the Vector to the right by holding ALT and then clicking the Vector/Type, 

push Enter once you have moved it to place the object. 
2. b. Click and drag the image as well 
3. c. Shift+Click the image and Vector/Type 

i. Object-> Clipping Mask -> Make 
ii. Choose the image in Isolation Mode to change the size of the image in the mask 
 
 
 
 


